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I. General

This document is prepared as a final report on Research
Contract No. 4658/RB between the International Atomic Energy
Agency and the Bulgarian Committee on Use of Atomic Energy for
Peaceful Purposes, entitled "Development of a personal computer
based facility-level SSAC and inspector support system". It
covers the period from 01.01.89 to 30.06.89. Former periods were
reported earlier.

According Annex A of the Contract the programmme of work is
as follows:

1. Definition of requirements
a) Data collection and information flow
b) SSAC requirements and interface
c) SG inspector's interface

2. Detail system design
3. Programming
4. Testing
5. Implementation

During the stated period of time the major efforts were
directed on p. 3 and p.4 above shown. Programming was done along
with many tests tending to final a program product called
"National Safeguards System" (NSS).

A description of the progress during the report period of
time is given below. The requirements of a facility-level SSAC
follow in general two publications - IAEA STR-165 "Detailed
Description of an SSAC at the Facility Level for LWR", and "Basic
State System of Accounting for and Control of Nuclear Materials",
International Training Course, USSR, 1986. The Definition of
requirements as well as the major part of the programming are
already reported in the former reports.

The programme of work for the last period was adjusted to
the following:

1. General test of the NSS,
2. Provisions to interface the IFSS with facility General

ledger and Itemized list,
3. Programming of an Installation and an Initialization

modules.
4. Correction of bugs in software, production of project

documentation.

Partly the work was done during the visits of Mr. E. Sparks
in Sofia in April 1989 and of Mr. Velev in Vienna (May - June
1989). Due to the intensive consultation with the IAEA experts,
most of the hard problems were solved.



II. Description of research carried out

The NSS is designed for a PC/AT or a PC/XT with a hard disk
of 20 Mb, color graphics monitor and adapter, and at Least one
floppy disk drive 360 Kb. Arithmetic co-processor is not
required. The programs are written in BASIC and executed after
compilation with the IBM BASIC COMPILER 2.0. The database general
purpose programs are chosen to be the IBM Personal Computer ISAM
Files, which are fully compatible with the Compiler.

The NSS is designed as complex of related program modules
which in chain perform the different NSS operations. These
modules are:

- Full Screen Document Visualizing Module and Manual Editor
- Document Diskette File Recording/Reading
- Trace/Search Module
- Quality Check Module
- Function Manager
- Database
- Help Module
- Initialization Module
- Installation Module

These modules permit to install the NSS program and data
files on a particular PC, to initialize the system data files for
a particular MBA, taking into account the Design Information for
it and to process data according the prescription for safeguards
accounting system.

Functionally, the installed NSS is designed to perform as
set of optional operations as:

- Initialization of a new MBA and initial data entry
- Inventory Change/Material Transfer data entry
- Physical Inventory Taking
- Diskette Communication
- Tracing Documents and Items
- Miscellaneous functions, e.g I/O selection , archiving,
backup etc.

Initialization of an MBA precedes all other operations with
it. It includes forming of Quality Check data file. It consists
of constant data of the MBA, as reactor core number of fuel
assemblies, fuel description at each stage of use , number of
KMP's etc. If a MBA is not initialized, the NSS does not accept
working with it. Since the initialization inclxides input of data,
which cannot be checked, this operation is planed to be accessed
only under the State Authority supervision.

Inventory Change/Material Transfer data entry is designed to
perform the following operations:

- Manual editing of Material Tracking Document (MTD) with
temporary storage on disk, not affecting the database. This
operation is local to the Manual Editor and can be performed more



than once, correcting the MTD. It begins with stating of the
desired action, e.g. RF - Receipt Foreign, NL - Nuclear Loss
etc. Depending on the action type the Manual Editor permits to
input data exactly in these of the MTD fields, which form the new
requested data. The other fields remain on the screen at their
places but cannot be accessed. Print function is available in any
moment, but the paper hardcopy is not marked as official. Trace
of other documents during manual editing is at disposition all
the time. The traced documents are those which are already stored
in the database. One more feature is the possibility to prepare
"batch files". These files are formed of data, extracted from
another MTD in the database. During the manual editing a batch
file may be loaded into the edited MTD, thus diminishing the
keyboard input. The batch data consist of a list of fuel assembly
identifiers and the corresponding location in the KMP, U and Pu
weights etc.

- Quality Check. A MTD can be entered in the database only
after it has passed the QC. The QC reads the MTD and fills the
fields which are not been input. While performing this it checks
the truth of the input data and marks the errors, as for example
shipment of a fuel assembly from KMP-C which is located in KMP-A
in that moment or attempt to enter negative weight in a MTD with
action which is not declared as Correction. If errors are located
the MTD is returned to the Manual Editor. Otherwise the database
is updated. If the performed action requires issuing an ICR or
updating of a ledger, the Function Manager is activated to
prepare the document, to record it on a diskette for transmission
and to update the database.

Physical Inventory Taking in the NSS is a procedure which
includes cutoff of all Inventory Change/Material Transfer
operations, sending the waiting ICR's, preparing of Physical
Inventory Item Lists for each KMP, input of Physical Inventory
Summary and calculating MUF, investigating differences and
resolving them as possible, preparing of PIL's and MBA and the
subsequent database update, closing Ledgers and opening new ones
for the next period and finally permitting the forbidden
Inventory Change/Material Transfer data input.

When PIT option is selected the "ICR waiting" flag is
tested. In case this flag is on PIT is denied until ICR is
prepared.

The Functional Manager prints the Physical Inventory Item
Lists, input the Physical Inventory Summary, calculates MUF. If
MUF is not zero, the procedure marks the current state of PIT and
permits Trace and Inventory Change/Material transfer input for
corrections. If MUF is prompted as actual (zero or not) then PIL
and MBR are prepared and added to the database and. Ledgers are
closed and new are opened for the subsequent period. Then PIT
flag is put off.

Diskette Communication affects the exchange of documents
among the different MBA's and between the Facility and the State
Authority. This option is equivalent to the manual data input



except that the input is form a diskette file, recorded by the
NSS in a previous operation.

Tracing Documents and Items is available an any time.
Tracing is performed by the Trace/Search module and uses the
screen visualization. Any document or Fuel Assembly History Card
(FAH) can be called for trace by its identifier. The selected
document is shown on the Manual Editor screen.

Traced documents can be "nested". Selecting with the cursor
a fuel assembly identifier in the currently traced document its
FAH can be called for trace. Selecting the field "Ref. document"
in a FAH CARD the corresponding MTD can be seen. In such a way an
item in an ICR can be traced back the chain ICR - FAH - MTD.

Data sources for the NSS are the documents usually used in a
hard copy facility-level SSAC, e.g. the Design Information
Questionnaire (partially), the Inventory Change Document and the
Material Transfer Document. The DIQ is used during the MBA
initialization phase. The other two are merged in the MTD thus
forming one only input form for all Inventory Change/Material
Transfer operations.

Data output from the NSS is a complete set of documents. It
includes:

- Material Tracking Document (MTD)
- Fuel Assembly History card (FAH)
- Safeguards Reports ICR, MBR and PIL
- General and Subsidiary Ledgers

Excluding the MTD the documents are prepared automatically
after an event of Inventory Change or PIT. All of them can be
traced or printed. Diskette Communication eliminates duplicating
keyboard entry when reporting to the superior level.

III. Results obtained

System design, programming and testing during the report
period were concentrated mainly over Installation Module and the
Initialization module. Some efforts were applied to establish the
link between the iISS and the IFSS. The Program documentation was
prepared in two documents: System Design and User Manual.

The Installation module is programmed as a separate program
which is executed to:

1. Copy all modules of the distributive diskettes,
2. Construct the basic files of the database,
3. Construct the NSS general description file.

The Installation as an operation makes a working copy of the
NSS system on the user's hard disk. This copy can be started from



the hard disk, but it;needs an MBA to be initialized in order to
account for. ....-..-

The MBA Initialization module is also programmed as a
separate module. It works interactively to establish the MBA
basic constant data which are saved in the MBA description file.
Then, the MBA is included in- the list of valid MBA's which makes
the NSS to recognize it. The database is also, initialized to
accept the new MBA's documents and General and Subsidiary Ledgers
are lead into it.

To satisfy the link between the NSS and the IFSS,_ as ̂ it was
established, the had been a need to extract off "diskettes the MBA
General Ledgers as well as the Inventory Lists. The NSS produces
the Inventory Lists on the hard disk in text format. To copy the
General Ledger onto diskette a special addition was programmed to
diskette communication option of the NSS.

Two documents were prepared to describe the NSS, the System
Design and the User Manual. The System Design describes the
design of the NSS as a program system, its structure, data files,
database, documents and data paths. The User manual describes how
to work with the NSS, how to use the keyboard, when to use the
different option and how, etc.

IV. Conclusions

The present state of the NSS is estimated as completed
totally. The NSS is already an end product and can be applied in
any off-load fuel assembly power reactor type facility.


